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Ms Jane Doe 
123 Anywhere Lane 
Sandy, UT 80032 

Do you have HAIR POISONING? 
Studies show 93% of women do! 

Ms. Eva Mentis 
234 Brickell Ave. 
Clearwater Beach, FL 

SPECIAL REPORT INSIDE: 5 Easy Steps to Cure Hair Poisoning  
    and Grow Long, Gray-Free, Sexy Hair Fast  



 

Eva Mentis 
Natural Hair Beauty Expert 
 
 

When my doctor said my thinning, gray, 
dying hair was “normal” for a “woman 
my age” — I’d HAD it! 
 
So I took these 5 steps to cure my own hair poisoning… 
and I finally saw the young, healthy, sexy hair I’d 
always wanted... and you can too! 
 
Dear Beautiful Reader,  
 
When I realized that people were staring at me in the grocery 
store, I knew I had to do something about my gray, thinning, 
ugly hair.  
 
I was only 40 years old, but my hair made me look 
at least 55. I felt like an old frump… even in my 
sexiest clothes. 
 
Tell me, do you have: 
 

ü Streaks of gray, dull hair…? 
ü Thinning hair that falls out in clumps…? 
ü Stubborn short hair that refuses to grow long…? 
ü Unmanageable hair — especially if you’re African American…? 

 
If you answered yes to any of these, then you may be suffering 
from hair poisoning. 
 
As women, hair definitely dictates our self-confidence. “Without 
beautiful hair, you just feel ugly,” one tormented woman once 
wrote to me.  
 
Feeling ugly is vicious. Your confidence is completely zapped. 
You don’t have the energy or zest for life. You don’t want to go 
out in public because you feel like everyone’s staring.  
 
That’s exactly what happened to me . . .  
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“Without 
beautiful 
hair, you just 
feel ugly.”  

(Over, please…) 



 

And when my doctor told me my thinning, gray, dying hair was 
“normal” for a “woman my age” — I’d had it! 
 
I was going to get to the bottom of this and fix my hair… no 
matter what it took. 
 
I spent thousands of dollars on hair products… everything from 
topical creams to pricey oral drugs with terrible side effects.  
 
I spent years doing research. I traveled the world, interviewing 
hundreds of people from cultures famous for their beautiful 
hair.  
 
I eventually found myself in South Brahmi, India. The women 
there hold a world record for the longest hair — despite 90% 
humidity and scorching hot temperatures.  
 
It was there that I discovered the secret to growing healthy, 
perfect hair.  
 
About This Special Report… 
 
During my research, I discovered many things that actually kill 
your hair. Some make your follicles clog up, which chokes the 
hair to death. Some damage the roots, causing “hair falling,” or 
when hair falls out early. Still others cause premature graying, 
thinning, and more.  
 
I coined this effect “capillus veneficii” — hair poisoning. 
 
If you’ve searched out all of the options… asked your doctor and 
your girlfriends… even considered wearing a wig or taking drugs…  
 
… Then please, take action: Read this report, all the way 
through.  
 
In many ways, it could “save” your life.  
 
I know it saved mine. 
 
To your beauty, 
 
Eva 
 
Eva Mentis 
Natural Hair Beauty Expert 
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